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Summary: HH Equations

Question:
So what do m, h, and n physically represent?



à Notion of an ion channel



March 19, 2016 issue 
(vol. 438, num. 8981)



“Susumu Tonegawa used a technique known as optogenetics, 
which activates clusters of neurons by shining light on them. As 
they report in Nature, the researchers prepared seven month-
old Alzheimer's mice by injecting a harmless virus into the 
rodents' dentate gyrus, a part of the hippocampus that helps to 
store fearful memories. The virus contains a gene for 
channelrhodopsin-2, a light-sensitive protein which forms pores 
in the cell membranes of neurons infected with the virus. These 
pores are closed in the dark, but open in response to blue light, 
flooding neurons with positively charged ions. The resulting 
pulse of current makes the neurons fire. During their 
experiments, the researchers were able to illuminate the 
infected neurons of the mice using optical fibres implanted in 
their brains.”



“The virus contains a gene for 
channelrhodopsin-2, a light-sensitive 
protein which forms pores in the cell 
membranes of neurons infected with the 
virus. These pores are closed in the dark, 
but open in response to blue light, flooding 
neurons with positively charged ions. The 
resulting pulse of current makes the 
neurons fire.”

http://web.stanford.edu/group/dlab/optogenetics/

(see Lec.16ff)



Macroscopic Ionic Currents: HH Methodology

NOTE: Other methods besides 
subtraction (e.g., TTX to block Na+

current, replace K+ w/ Cs+, etc...)

Voltage clamp

‘subtraction’



Table 6.1 (mod)

Macroscopic Ionic Currents: Selectivity

à Ion channels ‘prefer’ certain 
ions, but are not necessarily 
exclusive



Scaled version of 
macroscopic current?

Discrete on/off 
current?

Microscopic Current Mechanism



Patch Clamp

Figure 6.1

à Refinement of  voltage-clamp



Patch Clamp

Figure 6.2

à Goal is to isolate a single ion channel



Patch Clamp

Hamill et al. (1981)



Patch Clamp

à Current 
through a single 
channel!

Hamill et al. (1981)



àSingle ion channel current appears ‘gated’ (i.e., on/off)





Figure 6.28

Ø Random nature of channels

Ø Voltage-gated channels more likely to be open when magnitude of potential 
increased

Ø Note change in current (both cases) with respect to holding potential



(Primitive) Ion Channel Model

Current types:
1. Ionic
2. Gating/capacitive



Figure 6.19

Current types

Ø f, i – Ionic currents (due to charge “flow” across membrane)  

Ø a-e, g, h, j – Capacitive currents (due to charge “displacement” or redistribution along/inside membrane)  



Gating current

Figure 6.4

Ø Component (ig) of the capacitive current

Ø Due to channel (molecule with non-uniform charge distribution) moving 
open/closed



Separating Out the Gating Current



Ion Channel Model: Two Parts

g = single open-
channel conductance

à For a gate that is 
either closed or open, 
conductance is equal to  
[0, g] respectively



Figure 6.33 (mod)

Model: Voltage-Gated Two-State Molecular Gate

à Note stochastic nature 
for an individual channel

x = state occupancy 
probability

g = average single-
channel conductance

i = average single-channel 
current

Note: The interplay between micro- & 
macro-scopic descriptions requires a 
transition into the domain of probability & 
expectation values



à Molecular size + 
thermodynamics

Model: Voltage-Gated Two-State Molecular Gate (Stochasticity)

Why would the state of an individual channel be “stochastic” (i.e., randomly fluctuating)?



Model: Voltage-Gated Two-State Molecular Gate (Expected Values)

n(t) is average # of open 
channels



Figure 6.50 (mod)

à Microscopic model (+ law of large numbers) 
gives rise to macroscopic behavior



Biophysically, this figure encapsulates numerous key ideas....





Question:
So what do m, h, and n physically represent?



Exercises



Exercises



Exercises (SOL)



Exercises (SOL)




